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LT. COLBY



A rookie pilot, courageous and pragmatic. For her, a machine is just a machine.
But her feelings change once she takes the controls of Thirteen…
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THIRTEEN
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An older model drop ship, perfectly air worthy. But her last crews were lost and she was put in cold storage as a spare.
Until Colby draws her as a rookie pilot…
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- Scottish Proverb
Luck never gives; it only lends.

- Alfred Hitchcock
Luck is everything...

- Bruce SpRingsteen
When it comes to luck, you make your own.
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Can a machine have a soul?
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“Sometimes the whole can be greater than the sum of it’s parts.”
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- Bruce Spingsteen
When it comes to luck, you make your own.

ACT I





SOLDIER TWO: “It’s not a ship. It’s a fucking coffin with wings.”
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- Alfred Hitchcock
“Everything is luck.”

ACT II



LT COLBY: “I was wrong about you, old girl.”
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LT COLBY: “I flew nineteen more combat missions with Lucky Thirteen.
In that time, not one casuality.”
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- Scottish Proverb
“Luck never gives; it only lends.””

ACT III



As the ship lifts, one ENEMY SOLDIER with a shoulder mounted
surface-to-air missile kneels and takes careful aim at the retreating craft.
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“...I’m sorry. I’m so fucking sorry.”
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Colby rages as she watches the enemy climb over her ship.
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Lucky Thirteen, covered in enemy combatants, EXPLODES.
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LT COLBY: “They gave me one of those new Whiskey Blackhawks. It's a fine ship.
Still... I'd trade it in a split second to fly one more mission in Lucky Thirteen.” 
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CASTING



Samira Wiley

CASTING / LIEUTENANT COLBY 27

NOTE: The actress portraying Colby will be performance captured and her likeness digitized



Facial/body performances of TBD actors will be re-targeted to the virtual characters.

CASTING / STAFF SERGEANT LEE + MAJOR GRAHAM 28

Daisuke Tsuji Nestor Serrano



Straight up USMC, the same ‘jarhead’ attitude, just better hardware - next generation ballistic armor, smaller electronics, better toys that go boom.
Their basic silhouette will be familiar, laden with magazine pouches, grenades, personalized morale patches -

but with the protective gear to help them battle on the harsh environment of Proxima B.

29THE MARINES



30FLEET HANGAR



BATTLEGROUND



PROXIMA B

32



A cold, windswept, pitiless planet where Colby and Thirteen experience the capricious nature of luck.

PROXIMA B 33



THE ENEMY



35THE ENEMY



CAMERA AND COLOR SCRIPT



Final battle:
Red, oranges intense - the Lucky 13 destruction
scene could white phosphorous charges, throwing out brilliant
white smoke/sparks. Aftermath of her walking among debris
could be greenish, indicating Colby's full growth.”

ACT III

Colby bonding with 13.
Palette coming to life.

MONTAGE

First mission on Proxima B: Begins cool, splashes of hot warmth
during re-entry, progressively more saturated during combat.

Procyon is a cold, windswept planet, but still cool hued
The planet is dark rock but with blue-hued sediment streaks

everywhere. Combat scenes bring in more color as it progresses.

ACT II

Hangar scenes - very cool hued, very desaturated.
No one has come to life really in terms of their growth.

ACT I

COLOR SCRIPT 42



After the tenth mission in a row without a scratch, the other
pilots started to mean it when they said “Lucky Thirteen”.
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